Technical Datasheet

DS-265
Closed cell backer rod for joint sealant support

PROPERTIES
Round backer rod made of foam that is highly
flexible and compressible with non-stick properties. It ensures the flexibility of every type of sealant. Its installation is simple and easy.
APPLICATIONS
DUROSTICK DS-265, closed cell backer rod
regulates the required depth of the joint, according to the specified standards of each project.
USE
Using a vacuum or a brush, thoroughly clean the
joint from dust and debris. Calculate so that the
diameter of the backer rod is 25% larger than the
width of the joint.
Insert the cord to the joint carefully to avoid damaging it to the joint. Attempt to avoid the use of
sharp tools. Excessive elongation of the backer
rod is not recommended. Continue by applying
the suitable sealant for the project.
STORAGE
Store in dry places, protected from the sun, for
extended periods of time.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Form - Color

Closed cell foam rod - Gray

Chemical base

Extruded closed cell polyethylene

Water absorption

≤ 0,1

Density

20kg/m3±5%
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The technical specifications and directions of use contained in this technical brochure are the results of the knowledge and experience of the company's
research and development department, as well as from the real-life applications of the product. The recommendations and suggestions regarding the use of
the products are made without guarantee since the respective conditions during their application are beyond the control of the company. For this reason, it is
the user's responsibility to make sure that the product is suitable for the intended application as well as the application conditions of the project.

